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Nucleotide samples (100 UL) are separated on an anion

exchange column using acetate buffers. Selective detection

is achieved by observing P(I) emissions. The detection limit

for phosphorus is 750 ng.
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ABSTRACT

Quantitative analysis of 100 UL nucleotide samples is

accurately performed by analyzing total phosphorus con-

centration using an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) system.

A single calibration using NafHPOr! (aq) is useful for all

nucleotides. A detection limit of 750 ng of phosphorus

is determined with an RSD of 4.5%. High performance liquid

chromatography (HPLC) is used to separa:e mixtures of-n~cleo-

tides on an anion exchange column using acetate buffers.

The ICP is used as a selective detector by observing P(I)

emissions at 213.6 nr,. A B,:incton nebjlizer which is used

to aspirate the high per:en-ace salt So' ,tions with 6,'

efficiency. is described.

.\p
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INTRODUCTION

Nucleotides, the monomeric units which compose important macro-

molecules such as D;NA and RNA, can be efficiently separated by high

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using anion exchange columns

due to the presence of one or more terminal phosphate groups in each

molecule (1, 2). Quantitative determinations normally involve absorbance

measurements at 254 nm and comparison to a carefully determined cali-

bration curve. Since each type of nucleotide has a unique extinction

coefficient, it is necessary to calibrate the instrument for each

compound individually. This involves preparation and measurement of a

series of standards for each nucleotide of interest. This procedure

is aggravated by the hygroscopic and unstable nature of nucleotides

which must usually be dessicated and frozen until used.

The use of a detector which requires only a single calibratior,

ideally with a primary standard, for the entire group of nucleotides

would clearly be advantageous. Also, a detector which is selective for

phosphorus would provide additional assurance that similar compounds

such as nucleosides would not result in erroneous data.

Elemental analysis has been shown to be a viable alternative for

the quantitative analysis of organic coumpounds using an inductively

coupled plasma (ICP) (3, 4, 5). Several properties of the ICP make it

well-suited for this type of application: high sensitivity, large

dynamic range, few chemical Interferences, and multi-element capability (6,7).

Windsor and Denton have recently demonstrated that elemental

analysis using an ICP is a practical detector for gas chromatography (8, 9).

The use of argon as a carrier gas permitted complete empirical formula

A. - I I J I I
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determinations of a variety of hydrocarbons and metallo-organic compounds.

The analysis of nitrogen and oxygen in compounds separated by GC has also

been reported (10, 11).

Since it is not practical to determine those elements in analyte species

which are also present in the mobile phase, these same capabilities using

the ICP as an HPLC detector have not been realized. However, the analysis

of elements in compounds which are not present in the liquid mobile phase

has been reported using the ICF as a liquid chromatography detector (12,

., 14 ). Qjantitative results were presented for a number of elements

including iron, mercury, lead and phosphorus.

This paper presents the results of studies undertaken to assess the

capabilities of an ICP used as a phosphorus sensitive HPLC detector

for the cuan:izative analysis c' nuclectides. Operational parameters such

as nebulizer design and use of acetate mobile phases are discussed.

General characteristics including sensitivity, the effects of flow rate

and selectivity are investigated.

EXPERIMEUTAL SECTION

The instrumentation used in this work is described in Table I.

The column effluent was directed through the UV absorption detector

prior to entering the ICP. This allowed direct comparisons of the

response of each detector, which was helpful in analyzing the system

performance. The analyte solution was aerosolized for introduction

into the ICP with a Babington principle nebulizer (17, 18, 19), modified

as shown in Figure 1. A 0.2mm exit orifice in the Kel-F sample gas
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inlet produces a high velocity gas jet at the point the solution

enters. The resulting aerosol is impinged upon a glass impactor for

droplet refinement. A relatively small (20 mL) glass spray chamber

was used to minimize peak broadening. The clog-free nature of this

type of nebulizer makes it well-suited for applications involving high

salt samples were long term stability is required. Solutions contain-

ing 30% NaCl (saturated) have been nebulized for long periods of time

without clogging. A nebulization efficiency of 6'. (the difference

between the amount of solutio entering and the amount collected in

the drain) was measured for acjeous samnles at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min

with a 0.7 L/min (20 psig) gas flow -ate. The eficiency did not

appear to change after extende: oerio:s o-: :se unlike the nebulizer

previously reDorted by Gustavsson (20.

The mobile phases used ir this w:rk were prepared in distilled

deionized water using research grade sodium acetate (Lehigh Valley

Chemical Co., Easton, PA). The pH was adjusted with glacial acetic

acid (VWR Scientific, San Francisco, CA). Immediately prior to use,

each solution was fi-ltered through a Millipore, Corp. (Bedford, MA)

HAWP 047-00 0.45 um filter. NJo degassing was found to be necessary.

AR grade disodium phosphate (Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis,

MO) was used without further purification for preparation of phosphorus

standards. Weighted samples were taken up in distilled deionized water.

Nucleotide samples obtained from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis, MO)

were dissolved in 0.01M tris(hydroxy nethyl)aminomethane THAM after

weighing. These solutions were refrigerated when not being used.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optimum observation position in the discharge was deter-

mined while aspirating a solution of 100 ppm phosphorus in 0.3F

sodium acetate. The net phosphorus signal (gross signal at 213.6 nm

minus background at 213.8 nm) was recorded at equally spaced intervals

along the vertical axis of the torch with the aid of the microcomputer.

The optimum viewing height was chosen at the position of maximum

signal-to-background ratio (SBR). The same procedure was used to

locate the optimum horizontal viewing positio.. Other parameters such

4 as r. f. power, sample gas flow rate, and Dhotoriltiplier tube voltage

were held constant.

In order to evaluate the transient perFornance of the 1CP under

controlled chromatographic conditions the anicn excharge column was

replaced with an equal length cf 316 s:ainless steel tubing witn ar

internal diameter of 0.23 m. Injections made onto this "pseudo

column" are therefore unretained and give rise to peaks with a FWHN of

approximately 15 s, depending upon the flow rate.

Seven standards ranging from 10 - 1000 ppm were used to determine

the calibration curve. The emission signal at 213.6 nm resulting

from each 100 pL injection was integrated using CONVERS(21) software

and plotted against the weight of phosphorus in the respective sample.

The emission signal was found to be independent of the mobile phase

employed (i.e. A or B in Table I). A correlation coefficient of 0.99

was calculated using linear regression analysis on the data obtained in

this manner. A relative standard deviation of 4.5' wat measured by

integrating the emission signal obtained from a series of ten injections

. • I I I IL . J I IlJ
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of 10 uG of phosphorus. A detection limit of 750 nG of phosphorus was

calculated according to the method of Skogerboe and Grant, with the

criteria of a signal equal to twice the standard deviation of the

measurement(22).

The quantitative results of phosphorus analysis for several nucleo-

tides are listed in Table II. The calculated phosphorus content is

based on the amcunt of the respective compound used, its molecular

weight and tie PFri-y as given by the manufacturer. The samples were

weighed an- dissolved in THAN buffer upon arrival to prevent degradation

and/or water absor:ticn. The samples were assumed to be anhydrous for

these calculaticns. The observed phosphorus content was obtained by

integrat-n: -he ermiss-or signal from 100 1L iniections of each

nucleotice s:L..tion ard :om:narison to the analytical curve as shown

in Figure 2(:). In -lcst cases there is good agreement, within the

standard deviation. The relatively large difference shown by cytidine

monophosphate fCMP) may be due to water absorption prior to weighing,

although this was not verified.

The results in Table II demonstrate that it is possible to

quantitatively analyze nucleotides in an ICP using a single calibration

based on a primary standard such as Na2HPO 4 .

The integrated emission signal measured on 10 uG phosphorus was

found to depend upon solution flow rate as shown in Figure 3. This

characteristic, due priinarily to a change in nebulizer efficiency at

different solution flow rates is common to ICP nebulizers.

It is desirable from a chromatography standpoint to use higher

flow rates while the ICP operates more efficiently at lower flow rates.
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Therefore, a compromise is necessary in this type of application.

An anion exchange column was used to separate mixtures of nucleo-

tides. The strong sodium acetate buffer listed as solvent B in Table I,

was pumped through the column to remove all phosphorus prior to use

with the nucleotides. A 1DO iL mixture containing 6 ug phosphorus as

CMP and 9 uG as UMP (uridine monophosphate) was injected onto the

column. A ten minute iinear gradient from the 80 to 100% solvent B,

and a 1.0 mL/min flo., -ate resujted in the chromatogram shown in figure

4. The two analyte neaks are .ound t, be sharp and symmetrical

indicating the sta',i-v c-" the nebul'zer system in this application.

A comparison of tr.e U. and ICP detectors is shown in figure 5,

which was ob-ained .' s-. aior, c: a three component mixture using

a five minute linear cand a f-ourate of 1.5 mL/min. The

generally nor.-specific rat.re of t'he ',' detector (lower tracing) is

demonstrated by the presen:e of bcth a solvent peak, a, and a peak due

to adenosine, b, a nuc'e-side which does not contain a phosphate group.

These two peaks are not present in the ICP recording (upper trace)

because neither of these compounds contains phosphorus. Both detectors

respond to the nucleotides AMP (adenosine monophosphate), CMP and UMP,

respectively, which correspond to peaks c, d and e. The slight time

lag between the UV and ICP recordings is due to the physical separa-

tion of the two detectors as previously described.

Inorganic phosphate, presumably the result of partial hydrolysis

of one or more nuclectides, is responsible for peak f in the ICP output

demonstrating the advartage of two detectors.
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The di- and triphosphate adenosine nucleotides (ADP and ATP) had

much longer retention times than the monophosphate nucleotides; ADP

required 35-40 minutes while ATP was not removed from the column even

after an hour. Guanosine monophosphate (GMP) was successfully analyzed

in this system but could only be partially separated from CMP under

the conditions employed.

The detection limits and precision were somewhat degraded follow-

ing separation on the columns. Although the sensitivity of the ICP

system, for nucleotides (based on phos:horus results) is less than

that cf the UV detector, i: can provice valuable additional informa-

tion as an LC detector. AFDlications involving compounds other than

nuz~ectides may also benef*: from the information orovided by an !CP

system.

I
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TABLE II DETERMINATION OF NUCLEOTIDES WITH AN ICP

Nucleotide Calculated Phosphorus Observed Phosphorus Recovery
Content a Conen

UG uG

18.1 18.7 103

A?32.9 30.7 93

10.9 9.3 85

18.5 17.5 95

-7: 35.7 36.9 103

is.:14.1 93

a Calculated from weight of compound and purity.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Babington principle nebulizer optimized for use with the

HPLC-ICP system.

Figure 2. Calibration curve obtained by integrating the 213.6 nm

P(I) emission signal resulting from 100 iii injections of

phosphorus standards with nucleotide results

Figure 31. The flow rate ceperdence of the integrated P(1.) emission

signal resulting~ fror 9.0 -,L injec-64ons of 10 -,g of

phosphorus.

Figure 4. Separation ofl t4c rjc~e:tides 'U an-.o exchiance chromato-

* graphy using the 1Cas a phos:hor ;s sensitive detector.

Figure 5. Comparison of a UV and an ICP detector for the separation

of three nucleotides using a 5 min linear gradient elution.

Solvent peak 1,a), nucleoside (b), A!P (c), C.MP (d), Ur.7P (e),

and H2P04~ Mf.
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